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FOREWORD
Created in 2012, the OP3FT (Organization for the Promotion, Protection, and Progress of Frogans
Technology) is a Fonds de dotation governed by French Law n°2008-776 of August 4, 2008 on the
Modernization of the Economy.
The OP3FT is a non-profit organization acting in the public interest. Its purpose is to hold,
promote, protect and ensure the progress of the Frogans technology, in the form of an open
standard for the Internet, available to all, free of charge.
The OP3FT Bylaws were registered at the Préfecture de Paris, France, on February 21, 2012.
The declaration of creation of the OP3FT was published on March 17, 2012 in the Journal Officiel
of the French Republic (JOAFE n°11) under number 1540.
The OP3FT’s registered office is located 6 square Mozart, 75016 Paris, France.
The OP3FT was created with an initial endowment granted free of charge and irrevocably by its
Founder, the company STG Interactive S.A. The OP3FT's endowment is non-expendable. Properties
and rights constituting the endowment are inalienable and non-transferable.
The initial endowment of the OP3FT includes properties and rights relating to the Frogans
technology, notably languages, technical specifications, software development systems, software
source codes, trademarks, patents and domain names, as well as the related intellectual property
rights. It does not include any securities nor monies.
The OP3FT carries out works to fulfill its public-interest mission in relation to the Frogans
technology. These works, described in detail in Article 5 of the OP3FT Bylaws, are carried out
under the responsibility of permanent working teams within the OP3FT.
The OP3FT refrains from any for-profit activity, even secondary. The OP3FT's resources for the
financing of its public-interest mission are constituted by the revenues of its endowment and by
any lifetime gifts that might stem from public generosity.
In accordance with the OP3FT Bylaws, the endowment revenues are exclusively derived from the
operating license granted by the OP3FT to the Frogans Core Registry Operator, under a delegation
agreement.
This Activity Report covers the third accounting period of the OP3FT, from January 1, 2014 to
December 31, 2014. During this third accounting period of 12 months, the OP3FT (i) did not make
any reallocations as defined under Article 140 of the August 4, 2008 French Law, (ii) did not
receive any donations, and (iii) did not receive any lifetime gifts stemming from public generosity.
In accordance with the OP3FT Bylaws, this Activity Report lays out, in addition to the information
required by French laws and regulations, the properties and rights assigned to the increase of the
endowment over the past year, and the details of resources originating from the endowment
revenues.
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This Activity Report was adopted by the OP3FT Board of Directors on June 29, 2015.
It will be published and archived on the OP3FT's Web site "op3ft.org", along with a translation in
English, at the following permanent URLs (Uniform Resource Locators):
- in English: https://www.op3ft.org/en/resources/ar/access.html
- in French: https://www.op3ft.org/fr/resources/ar/access.html

I. MISSION AND GOVERNANCE OF THE OP3FT
I.1. REMINDER OF THE PURPOSE OF THE OP3FT
The OP3FT is a non-profit organization created on March 17, 2012 whose purpose is to hold,
promote, protect and ensure the progress of the Frogans technology, in the form of an open
standard for the Internet, available to all, free of charge.
More generally, the OP3FT’s purpose is to contribute to the development of a secure and stable
Internet that is open to innovation, and to support and finance innovative public-interest
initiatives or actions of a social, educational or cultural nature in the area of information and
communications technologies.
The Frogans technology, secure and simple, enables the publishing of Frogans sites. A Frogans site
is a set of Frogans pages, hyperlinked to each other, available online on the Internet or in an
intranet, at a Frogans address.
In a manner comparable to the development of the World Wide Web from the 90s, the OP3FT's aim
is that an ecosystem flourish on top of the Frogans technology, fostering employment, innovation
and economic development, in the public interest.

I.2. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
All members of the OP3FT Board of Directors are natural persons, carrying out their duties as
Director in a personal capacity and without receiving a financial counterpart.
The Directors act in an independent and neutral manner with respect to special interests,
including those of legal entities in which they might hold a position, whilst respecting the
founding principles defined in the OP3FT Bylaws.
As of December 31, 2014, the OP3FT Board of Directors was composed of the three Initial
Directors appointed on the date of the OP3FT's creation:
- Mr Amaury GRIMBERT,
- Mr Alexis TAMAS,
- Mr Alain MARTEL.
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The President of the Board of Directors is Mr Amaury GRIMBERT.
Between January 1, 2014 and December 31, 2014, the OP3FT Board of Directors met 16 times at
the registered office.
The main decisions of the OP3FT Board of Directors were as follows:
- to organize public, free events dedicated to the Frogans project; namely, Frogans Technology
Conferences, streamed live over the Internet;
- to organize free work sessions dedicated to the Frogans project; namely, Frogans Technology
Workshops, streamed live over the Internet;
- to have the OP3FT take part in the XML Prague meeting (Czech Republic), the IETF 89 meeting in
London (United Kingdom), the ICANN 49 meeting in Singapore (Singapore), and the
International Domain Name Conference 2014 in Paris (France);
- to present the Frogans project at the INTA 136 meeting in Hong Kong (China), the FIDAL
Conference on brand strategies in Paris (France), the ICANN 50 meeting in London (United
Kingdom), the ICANN 51 meeting in Los Angeles (USA) and the French Tech Tour in Tokyo
(Japan);
- to file trademarks corresponding to transcriptions of the name “Frogans” in various linguistic
categories including Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Arabic, Cyrillic, Hebrew and Devanagari;
- to adopt the Uniform Dispute Resolution Policy for Frogans Addresses (UDRP-F) and its Rules of
Procedure;
- to adopt the versions 1.0 and 1.1 of the International Frogans Addresses Pattern (IFAP)
technical specification;
- to adopt the version 1.0 of the Frogans Address Composition Rules (FACR) technical
specification;
- to file the IFAP and FACR technical specifications with a French Étude d'Huissiers de Justice
(bailiff office) and with the U.S. Copyright Office;
- to have the OP3FT become a member of the Registries Stakeholder Group (RySG) of ICANN
(Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers);
- to sign “Specification 13” with ICANN in order to obtain the “Dot Brand” qualification for the
“.frogans” top-level domain (TLD);
- to sign a Memorandum of Understanding with two UDRP-F Dispute-Resolution Service Providers:
ADNDRC (Asian Domain Name Dispute Resolution Center) and FORUM (National Arbitration
Forum);
- to prepare an application to be submitted to the Préfet de Paris authorizing the OP3FT to call on
public generosity;
- to adopt and approve the Annual Financial Statement and the Activity Report for the year 2013.
In 2014, the OP3FT Board of Directors did not engage in the public consultation process referred
to in Article 13 of its Bylaws, since the Frogans Core Registry was not yet open to Internet users.
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I.3. INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
As of December 31, 2014, the two members of the Investment Committee, considered qualified in
financial management and who perform their duties without receiving a financial counterpart,
were:
- Mr Julien COQUET,
- Mr Erik POINTILLART.
The Investment Committee did not meet in 2014. It is here restated that the OP3FT's initial
endowment does not include any securities nor monies.

II. ACTIVITIES OF THE OP3FT
II.1. WORKS IN RELATION TO THE FROGANS TECHNOLOGY
The works that the OP3FT must carry out in the public interest, under the supervision of the Board
of Directors, are detailed in its Bylaws (Article 5, pages 5 to 10).
During the accounting period running from January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2014, works carried
out by the OP3FT in order to hold, promote, protect, and ensure the progress of the Frogans
technology mainly focused on:
- the general organization of the OP3FT's works in the long term;
- the management of the OP3FT's trademarks, patents and domain names;
- the development of the main, complementary and inseparable components of the Frogans
technology;
- the elaboration of versions 1.0 and 1.1 of the International Frogans Address Pattern (IFAP)
technical specification and of version 1.0 of the Frogans Address Composition Rules (FACR)
technical specification, published on the “frogans.org” Web site;
- the elaboration of the OP3FT’s policies, including the Frogans Technology User Policy, the
finalization of the Uniform Dispute Resolution Policy for Frogans Addresses (UDRP-F) and its
Rules of Procedure, published on the “frogans.org” Web site;
- the approval of two UDRP-F Dispute-Resolution Service Providers: ADNDRC (Asian Domain Name
Dispute Resolution Center) and FORUM (National Arbitration Forum);
- the organization of the first two Frogans Technology Conferences in Paris (France); FTC 1 on May
26 and 27, and FTC 2 on September 29 and 30; these free public events are streamed live over
the Internet, in English and French;
- the organization of the first two Frogans Technology Workshops in Paris (France) on December 9
and December 16, in the form of free work sessions streamed over the Internet;
- the ongoing promotion of the Frogans technology worldwide by way of operations to the
attention of intellectual property sector professionals, including, for example, presentations of
the Frogans project at the INTA 136 meeting from May 10 to 14 in Hong Kong (China), the FIDAL
Conference on brand strategies on June 10 in Paris (France), the ICANN 50 meeting from June 22
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to 26 in London (United Kingdom), the ICANN 51 meeting from October 12 to 16 in Los Angeles
(USA) and the French Tech Tour from December 1 to 5 in Tokyo (Japan);
- the implementation of the “early” program for FCR Account Administrators, including the
publishing of resources intended for FCR Account Administrators on “fcr.frogans”, the Web site of
the FCR Operator;
- the creation of free-of-charge and reusable practical resources published on the “frogans.org”
Web site to help understand, use and benefit from the Frogans technology, including, for
example, presentations given by the OP3FT about the Frogans project during conferences and
meetings with third parties;
- the management of the OP3FT’s Web sites including the online release of the Web sites
“project.fcr.frogans” (general presentation of the Frogans project), “nic.frogans” (presentation of
usage of the “.frogans” TLD), “get.frogans” (presentation of the downloading of Frogans Player
software), “conference.frogans.org” (presentation of Frogans Technology Conferences) and
“workshop.frogans.org” (presentation of Frogans Technology Workshops), as well as the
management of the Frogans technology mailing lists, including the read-only mailing list
“announcement@lists.fcr.frogans” where 26 messages were posted during the year;
- the elaboration and publication of legal resources on “fcr.frogans”, the Web site of the FCR
Operator, including “Fees for the Addressing Services provided by the FCR Operator to FCR
Account Administrators” and the updating of the list of “Reserved Terms for the registration of
Frogans Addresses”;
- the transcriptions of the name “Frogans” for Public Frogans Networks, and the translation of the
word “Intranet” for Internal Frogans Networks, in 9 linguistic categories;
- the management of the application for the “.frogans” TLD submitted to ICANN (Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) including the signature of the “Specification 13”
with ICANN, and the signature of the Registry Data Escrow Agreement with the English company
NCC Group;
- the management of the introduction of the “.frogans” TLD into the Root Zone of the Internet
with the participation of Afnic (Association Française pour le Nommage Internet en Coopération),
the French Network Information Centre, which was carried out by the IANA (Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority) on April 19;
- the actual handing over by the OP3FT, of the “fcr.frogans” domain to the FCR Operator, following
the introduction of the “.frogans” TLD into the Root Zone of the Internet.
In its manner of carrying out works in relation to the Frogans technology, the OP3FT made sure
that the provisions of article 5 of its Bylaws were respected.
More particularly, in the choices it made while carrying out works in relation to the Frogans
technology, the OP3FT endeavored to include a clear statement presenting the reasoning behind
the said choices ("rationale").
As of December 31, 2014, the delegation agreement with the Frogans Core Registry Operator,
along with a translation in English were published and archived on the “frogans.org” Web site.
However, with the exception of the Board meeting minutes of June 11, 2013, the Board meeting
minutes had not yet been published and archived, along with a translation in English, on the
OP3FT's Web site "op3ft.org”.
In accordance with its Bylaws, the OP3FT carried out works in relation to the Frogans technology
according to the financial and human resources at its disposal in 2014.
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II.2. OTHER PUBLIC-INTEREST ACTIONS FINANCED BY THE OP3FT
The purpose of the OP3FT includes supporting and financing innovative public-interest initiatives
or actions of a social, educational or cultural nature in the area of information and
communications technologies, whereby the criteria for selection are set by the Board of Directors.
The supporting and financing of these actions, programs or initiatives are conducted in accordance
with the principles of openness and transparency that contribute to passing on, to as many people
as possible, the benefits of progress made in the area of information and communications
technologies.
During the year 2014, the OP3FT did not finance any innovative public-interest initiatives or
actions led by third parties, as it had used all available resources to finance works carried out to
ensure its public-interest mission in relation to the Frogans technology.
Consequently, the OP3FT did not make any reallocations as defined under Article 140 of the August
4, 2008 French Law.

II.3. ORGANIZATION AND INTERNAL FUNCTIONING
The OP3FT’s salaried employees and independent contractors give a formal undertaking to act in a
fully independent and neutral manner with regards to special interests and to respect the founding
principles defined in the OP3FT Bylaws.
As of December 31, 2014, the OP3FT work teams consisted of 37 persons, as follows:
- 11 salaried employees;
- 22 specialized independent contractors intervening regularly;
- 4 regular contributors, including the two Inventors of the Frogans technology mentioned in
article 9 of the OP3FT Bylaws;
These work teams consist of individuals with varied profiles (engineers, legal professionals, etc.),
intervening in works related to the promotion, protection and progress of the Frogans technology.
During the year 2014, 17 specialized independent contractors intervened occasionally, as did 7
specialized independent contractors for the organization of the Frogans Technology Conferences.
As of December 31, 2014, the Rules of Procedure of the OP3FT were in the process of being
elaborated by the Board of Directors.
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II.4. DEALINGS WITH THIRD PARTIES
During the year 2014, the OP3FT increased the number of independent contractors intervening
regularly or occasionally within the work teams. The OP3FT service agreement signed with
independent contractors guarantees, in particular, that the OP3FT fully and completely owns the
works carried out by them, so that the OP3FT, by decision of the Board of Directors, can assign
such works, in whole or in part, to the OP3FT's endowment.
Within the context of the delegation agreement signed on March 19, 2012, the OP3FT and the
Frogans Core Registry Operator regularly cooperated throughout the entire year of 2014 on legal,
technical and administrative matters relative to the development and to the implementation of
the Frogans Core Registry.
During the year 2014, the OP3FT pursued its relations with ICANN (the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers) relative to the delegation of the “.frogans” TLD, including the
signing, on November 7, 2014 of the “Specification 13” in order to obtain the “Dot Brand”
qualification of the “.frogans” TLD in order to make sure that the OP3FT (i) is the official owner of
all the domain names of the “.frogans” TLD, (ii) is not under any obligation to organize a Sunrise
period, and (iii) is entitled to have just one single accredited Registrar.
On January 16, 2014, the OP3FT signed an agreement concerning the data-escrow services of the
“.frogans” TLD with the English company NCC Group, the only European company accredited by
ICANN for the data-escrow services that every Registry operator of a new TLD must implement.
During the year 2014, the OP3FT pursued its relations with Afnic (Association Française pour le
Nommage Internet en Coopération), the French Network Information Centre, within the context of
the DNS back-end registry operator contract signed for the operation of the ".frogans" TLD.
As part of the organization of the Frogans Technology Conferences (FTC), the OP3FT called on a
number of contractors in the course of the year 2014, in particular to be able to stream FTC 1 and
FTC 2 over the Internet, and provide simultaneous interpretation of the conferences in English and
French.
During the year 2014, the OP3FT signed an agreement with the company NOMEN for the following
purposes:
- to have the name “Frogans” transcribed into the following nine linguistic categories: Chinese
(LC-Chinese), Japanese (LC-Japanese), Korean (LC-Korean), Arabic (LC-Arabic), Cyrillic (LCCyrillic), Hebrew (LC-Hebrew), Devanagari (LC-Devanagari), Thai (LC-Thai) and Greek (LC-Greek).
The transcription of the name “Frogans” consists in replacing each sound in this word, as
pronounced in English, by graphemes of the writing system of the target language. The goal is to
enable the creation of Public Frogans Networks corresponding to these linguistic categories;
- to have the word “Intranet” translated in the following ten languages: traditional Chinese,
simplified Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Modern Standard Arabic, Russian, Hebrew, Hindi, Thai,
Greek. The goal is to enable the creation of Internal Frogans Networks corresponding to these
languages.
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III. ENDOWMENT OF THE OP3FT
III.1. INITIAL ENDOWMENT
In accordance with the OP3FT Bylaws, the OP3FT's endowment is non-expendable. Properties and
rights constituting the endowment are inalienable and non-transferable, regardless of whether
they were granted at the time of the OP3FT's creation as the initial endowment, or during its
lifetime pursuant to an increase of the endowment.
The OP3FT was created with an initial endowment granted free of charge and irrevocably by its
Founder. The initial endowment includes properties and rights relating to the Frogans technology,
notably languages, technical specifications, software development systems, software source codes,
trademarks, patents and domain names, as well as the related intellectual property rights.
The complete list of properties and rights constituting the initial endowment is given in Annex 2
of the OP3FT Bylaws. The initial endowment does not include any securities nor monies.
The events that took place over the past year concerning the properties and rights constituting
the OP3FT's endowment at the beginning of the year, are given in Annex 1 of this Activity Report.
As of December 31, 2014, all concerned national, regional and international offices had processed
notices of transfer to the benefit of the OP3FT regarding trademarks, patents and domain names,
with the exception, however, of notices of transfer still in course for trademarks in China, India,
Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Chile, Argentina, Brazil, United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia, as
well as some domain names.

III.2. INCREASE OF THE ENDOWMENT
In accordance with the OP3FT Bylaws, the endowment is increased, during the OP3FT’s lifetime, by
properties and rights assigned to it.
The properties and rights created and developed in 2014 by the OP3FT as part of its publicinterest mission in relation to the Frogans technology, through its salaried employees and
independent contractors, were assigned to the OP3FT's endowment.
These properties and rights created and developed by the OP3FT as part of its public-interest
mission in relation to the Frogans technology and assigned to the increase of the endowment over
the past year, are listed in Annex 2 of this Activity Report.
Likewise, properties and rights granted free of charge and irrevocably in 2014 by third parties,
including by the two Inventors of the Frogans technology, and contributing to the public-interest
mission of the OP3FT in relation to the Frogans technology, were assigned to the endowment.
These properties and rights granted free of charge and irrevocably by third parties contributing to
the public-interest mission of the OP3FT in relation to the Frogans technology and assigned to the
increase of the endowment over the past year, are listed in Annex 3 of this Activity Report.
In order not to restrict the conditions of use of the Frogans technology, these third parties,
referred to as "Contributors", granted free of charge and irrevocably, all and any rights relative to
their contributions to the OP3FT, in accordance with the OP3FT Bylaws.
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IV. RESOURCES OF THE OP3FT
IV.1. ENDOWMENT REVENUES
In accordance with its Bylaws, the OP3FT is forbidden to conduct any for-profit activities, even on
an accessory basis. Consequently, no revenue from profit-making activities of the OP3FT, or
compensation for services provided by the OP3FT, may be added to its resources.
The OP3FT's resources for the financing of its public-interest mission are constituted by the
revenues of its endowment.
In accordance with the OP3FT Bylaws, endowment revenues are exclusively derived from the
operating license granted by the OP3FT to the Frogans Core Registry Operator, under a delegation
agreement.
As of December 31, 2014, endowment revenues derived from the Frogans Core Registry operating
license granted by the OP3FT to the Operator amounted to 1,800,000 euros, recorded as "Revenus
de la dotation".

IV.2. LIFETIME GIFTS STEMMING FROM PUBLIC GENEROSITY
As of December 31, 2014, the OP3FT had not received any lifetime gifts stemming from public
generosity. On November 7, 2014, the Préfet de Paris authorized the OP3FT to call on public
generosity, between the period of November 3, 2014 until November 3, 2015. As of December 31,
2014, the OP3FT had not yet officially started a campaign to this end.

IV.3. USE OF RESOURCES
In accordance with its Bylaws, the OP3FT's resources are used to finance works carried out to
fulfill its public-interest mission in relation to the Frogans technology, as well as the OP3FT’s dayto-day operations expenditures.
As of December 31, 2014, the OP3FT had the levers of action described in part II of this Activity
Report. These levers of action include, in particular, hiring salaried employees and calling on
independent contractors, renting premises and purchasing equipment.
As of December 31, 2014, the OP3FT’s operating costs amounted to 2,131,274 euros, of which
1,341,218 euros concerned calling on independent contractors and the rental of premises
("Services extérieurs" and "Autres services extérieurs") and 704,574 euros concerned salaried
employees ("Salaires et traitements" and "Charges sociales").
"Services extérieurs" mainly included: services provided in relation to works carried out to ensure
the progress of the Frogans technology (software development and technical specification
elaboration), and premises rental costs, including the OP3FT’s registered office.
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"Autres services extérieurs" mainly included: services provided in relation to works carried out to
promote and protect the Frogans technology (intellectual property expenses for trademarks and
domain names, expenses related to the organization of the OP3FT's works, recruitment and human
resources management costs), as well as services provided in relation to social and accounting
matters and to the auditing mission of the Statutory Auditor.
As of December 31, 2014, the OP3FT’s resources had been used within 12 months of reception, in
accordance with its Bylaws.
As of December 31, 2014, the OP3FT had not made any reallocations as defined under Article 140
of the August 4, 2008 French Law.

V. ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT
The Statutory Auditor of the OP3FT is the firm 3A CONSEIL (34 rue de Liège, 75008 Paris, France)
represented by Mr Marc de SALINELLES; the alternate Statutory Auditor is Mr Philippe COLOMBE (6
rue Brey, 75017 Paris, France).
The Chartered Accountant of the OP3FT is Cabinet HYART, represented by Mr Frédéric HYART (7 rue
du Four St Jacques, 60200 Compiègne, France).
The OP3FT has prepared a financial statement, which includes a balance sheet and a revenue and
expenses statement, for its third accounting period beginning on January 1, 2014 and ending on
December 31, 2014.
The OP3FT did not prepare the Resource and Expenditure account, since the OP3FT did not receive
any lifetime stemming from public generosity in the course of 2014.
The Annual Financial Statement for the year ending December 31, 2014 was adopted by the Board
of Directors on June 5, 2015. The Statutory Auditor's report is dated June 29, 2015. The OP3FT’s
Annual Financial Statement was approved by the OP3FT Board of Directors on June 29, 2015.
The OP3FT Annual Financial Statement 2014 and the Statutory Auditor's report will be published
and archived on the OP3FT's Web site "op3ft.org", along with a presentation in English, at the
following permanent URLs (Uniform Resource Locators):
- in English: https://www.op3ft.org/en/resources/afs/access.html
- in French: https://www.op3ft.org/fr/resources/afs/access.html
The OP3FT Annual Financial Statement 2014 and the Statutory Auditor's report will be registered
by electronic means through the “http://www.journal-officiel.gouv.fr/" Web site.
By June 30, 2015, i.e. within 6 months following the end of its accounting period, the OP3FT will
send this Activity Report to the Préfecture de Paris, along with the Annual Financial Statement
2014 and the Statutory Auditor's report.
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Executed in Paris on June 29, 2015, in two original copies, one to be registered at the Préfecture
de Paris, the other to be kept at the OP3FT’s registered office.

On behalf of the OP3FT, Mr Amaury GRIMBERT,
President of the Board of Directors
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ANNEX 1 - Events over the past year concerning the
properties and rights constituting the OP3FT's
endowment at the beginning of the year
As of January 1, 2014, the endowment consisted of the initial endowment granted free of charge
and irrevocably by its Founder when the OP3FT was created on March 17, 2012, as well as
properties and rights granted during 2012 and 2013 and which increased the endowment.
The list of properties and rights constituting the OP3FT's endowment is given in Annex 2 of the
OP3FT Bylaws for the initial endowment, and in Annex 2 of the Activity Reports for 2012 and
2013 for properties and rights granted during 2012 and 2013.
The events that took place between January 1, 2014 and December 31, 2014 concerning these
properties and rights, are given below.
A. The Frogans technology
None
B. Trademarks
B1. The two "superimposed rectangles" yellow and blue figurative trademark
- Following the non-renewal of the trademarks n°2320971, 2320969 and 2320970 in Argentina
and of the trademark n°76/184707 in the USA by the relevant Offices, the following
trademarks were filed and have been registered or are in the process of being registered:
COUNTRY

FILING DATE

REGISTRATION

FILING #

CLASSES

Argentina

January 21, 2013

April 25, 2014

3222662

38

Argentina

January 21, 2013

April 25, 2014

3222663

42

Argentina

January 21, 2013

April 25, 2014

3222661

9

USA

August 4, 2014

Pending

86356154 9 38 42

B2. The "FROGANS" word trademark
- Following the non-renewal of the trademarks n°2325399, 2325400 and 2325401 in Argentina,
of the trademark n°41-2003-000688 in South Korea and of the trademark n°76/164833 in the
USA by the relevant Offices, the following trademarks were filed and have been registered or
are in the process of being registered:
COUNTRY

FILING DATE

REGISTRATION

FILING #

CLASSES

Argentina

January 21, 2013

April 25, 2014

3222664

9

Argentina

January 21, 2013

April 25, 2014

3222665

38

Argentina

January 21, 2013

April 25, 2014

3222666

42

USA

August 1, 2014

Pending

86354756 9 16 35 38 42

South Korea

Pending

Pending

Pending
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- The following trademarks were renewed:
COUNTRY

DATE OF 1st FILING

RENEWAL

FILING #

CLASSES

South Korea

January 30, 2001

April 16, 2014

45-2001-337

9, 42

- The information given below concerning the “FROGANS” word trademark updates the
information given in the Activity Reports for 2012 and 2013 (Annex 2):


the French trademark filed August 3, 2000 under number 00 3 045 137 was not renewed
when it expired in 2010 because it was replaced by the Community trademark (OHIM)
which was filed and registered on August 9, 2010 (number 9303397);



the trademarks n°1830, 1829 and 1828 filed in Hong Kong were merged under number
200213145AA;



the international trademark (WIPO) filed January 22, 2001 under number 762034 in the
classes 9, 35, 38 and 42, registered and renewed, included the following country: Sierra
Leone;



updates to the filing numbers of the following trademarks:

COUNTRY

FILING DATE

REGISTRATION

FILING #

CLASSES

Mexico

February 1, 2001

April 25, 2014

469114

38

Mexico

February 1, 2001

April 25, 2014

469115

42

Mexico

February 1, 2001

April 25, 2014

469113

9

OAPI

February 2, 2001

February 2, 2001

3200102036

9

B3. The "FNSL" word trademark
None
B4. The "FSDL" word trademark
None
B5. The "*" figurative trademark
The information given below concerning the “*” figurative trademark updates the information
given in the Activity Reports 2012 and 2013 (Annex 2):
- The following countries refused the registration of the "*" figurative trademark: Russian
Federation (October 18, 2012), Switzerland (August 1, 2013), Israel (November 28, 2013).
B6. The "OP3FT" word trademark
- International trademark (WIPO) registered in the following countries:
COUNTRY

FILING DATE

REGISTRATION

FILING #

CLASSES

Japan

July 30, 2012

February 28, 2014

1129482

35, 36, 45

The information given below concerning the "OP3FT" word trademark updates the information
given in the 2013 Activity Report (Annex 2):
- International trademark (WIPO) registered in the following countries:
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COUNTRY

FILING DATE

REGISTRATION

FILING #

CLASSES

South Korea

30 July 2012

December 5, 2013

1129482

35, 36, 45

B7. The "FPUL" word trademark
- Trademarks filed directly in the following countries, registered:
COUNTRY

FILING DATE

REGISTRATION

FILING #

CLASSES

Argentina

March 27, 2013

June 2, 2014

3235368

9

Argentina

March 27, 2013

June 2, 2014

3235370

38

Argentina

March 27, 2013

June 2, 2014

3235374

42

New Zealand

March 27, 2013

August 1, 2014

974786

9, 38, 42

Taiwan

March 27, 2013

March 1, 2014

102016321

9, 38, 42

- International trademark (WIPO) registered in the following countries:
COUNTRY

FILING DATE

REGISTRATION

FILING #

CLASSES

Australia

March 27, 2013

January 23, 2014

1174596

9, 38, 42

China

March 27, 2013

July 23, 2014

1174596

9, 38, 42

RussianFederation

March 27, 2013

September 4, 2014 1174596

9, 38, 42

Japan

March 27, 2013

May 29, 2014

1174596

9, 38, 42

Switzerland

March 27, 2013

October 2, 2014

1174596

9, 38, 42

- International trademark (WIPO) refused in the following country: South Korea (September 3,
2014).
The information given below concerning the "FPUL" word trademark updates the information given
in the 2013 Activity Report (Annex 2):
- Trademarks filed directly in the following countries, registered:
COUNTRY

FILING DATE

REGISTRATION

FILING #

CLASSES

Hong-Kong

March 27, 2013

October 10, 2013

302562435

9, 38, 42

Mexico

March 27, 2013

July 22, 2013

1377572

9

Mexico

March 27, 2013

August 30, 2013

1384487

42

Mexico

March 27, 2013

June 25, 2013

1394797

38

OAPI

March 28, 2013

Pending

3201301071

38, 42

OAPI

March 28, 2013

Pending

3201301070

9

C. Patents
C1. The patent "Multimedia data publishing system"
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- European patent filed under number 01945383 which is still the subject of a restitutio in
integrum procedure in course before the Boards of appeal of the European Patent Office.
- Israeli patent issued April 1, 2013 under number 153211
C2. The patent "Method and system for operating a computer network which is intended for
content publishing".
None
C3. The patent "A User-Friendly Process for Interacting with Informational Content on Touchscreen
Devices"
The information given below concerning the patent "A User-Friendly Process for Interacting with
Informational Content on Touchscreen Devices" updates the information given in the 2013 Activity
Report (Annex 2):
- The U.S. divisional patent application filed on July 9, 2013 under number 13/937,608 was
published on December 19, 2013 under number 2013-0339851.
C4. The patent "Interaction Control Method with a Touchscreen and equipment implementing this
method"
None
D. Domain names
- Domain names listed in the Bylaws, under part D of Annex 2, as registered and reaching expiry,
were renewed.
- Domain names listed in the Activity Reports for 2012 and 2013 under part D of Annex 2, as
registered and reaching expiry, were renewed.
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ANNEX 2 - Properties and rights created and developed by the
OP3FT as part of its public-interest mission in relation to
the Frogans technology and assigned to the increase of
the endowment over the past year
Between January 1, 2014 and December 31, 2014, the OP3FT's endowment was increased in
accordance with Article 17 of the Bylaws by the assignment of properties and rights created and
developed by the OP3FT as part of its public-interest mission in relation to the Frogans
technology, this being through its salaried employees or independent contractors, in the course of
the creation and development of such properties and rights.
The list of these rights and properties is given below.
Since the OP3FT's endowment is non-expendable, properties and rights thus assigned to the
endowment are inalienable and non-transferable.
A. The Frogans technology
- All research and development works regarding the development of the OP3FT technical
specifications: these specifications are UPIL (ex FDKML), UCSR, UDSM, IFAP, FACR, FCR API, FPUL,
FNSL, FSDL and FPRT API.
- The technical specifications IFAP (versions 1.0 and version 1.1) and FACR (version 1.0).
- All research and development works regarding the development of the OP3FT software libraries:
these software libraries are reference implementations of the OP3FT technical specifications.
- All research and development works regarding the development of Frogans Player: this software
includes FPRT, a common runtime engine, and graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for each supported
platform.
- All research and development works regarding FPXDE, the cross-platform development
environment of the OP3FT: this environment includes a source code compilation and assembly
chain, a test system, and a wrapper generator for software libraries.
- All works relative to documentation of the Frogans technology: this documentation includes
technical documents, legal documents, documents for the promotion of the Frogans technology,
and Frogans site prototypes.
B. Trademarks
B1. The two "superimposed rectangles" yellow and blue figurative trademark
None
B2. The "FROGANS" word trademark
None
B3. The "FNSL" word trademark
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None
B4. The "FSDL" word trademark
None
B5. The "*" figurative trademark
None
B6. The "OP3FT" word trademark
None
B7. The "FPUL" word trademark
None
B8. The transcriptions of the “FROGANS” word trademark
- Figurative trademarks filed directly in the following countries, registered or in the process of
registration:
Trademark

COUNTRY

FILING DATE

REGISTRATION

FILING #

CLASSES

프로강스

South Korea

July 3, 2014

Pending

45-20145132

9, 38, 42

فروجنز

UAE

August 5,
2014

Pending

215323

38

福更斯

France

June 25, 2014 June 25, 2014
#4100568

14 4 100
568

9, 38, 42

フロガンズ

France

July 11, 2014 July 11, 2014
#4104819

14 4 104
819

9, 38, 42

Фроганс

France

July 17, 2014 July 17, 2014
#4105883

14 4 105
883

9, 38, 42

फफ ररगग नस

France

July 17, 2014 July 17, 2014
#4105881

14 4 105
881

9, 38, 42

- International figurative trademarks (WIPO) filed directly in the following countries, registered or
in the process of registration:
Trademark

COUNTRY

FILING DATE

福更斯

China

フロガンズ

REGISTRATION

FILING #

CLASSES

December 8, 2014 Pending

1246810

9, 38, 42

Japan

Pending

Pending

Pending

9, 38, 42

Фроганс

Russian Federation

Pending

Pending

Pending

9, 38, 42

फफ ररगग नस

India

Pending

Pending

Pending

9, 38, 42

C. Patents
C1. The patent "Multimedia data publishing system"
None
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C2. The patent "Method and system for operating a computer network which is intended for
content publishing"
None
C3. The patent "A User-Friendly Process for Interacting with Informational Content on Touchscreen
Devices"
None
C4. The patent "Interaction Control Method with a Touchscreen and equipment implementing this
method"
- PTC patent application filed on December 1, 2014 under number PCT/FR2014/053100
D. Domain names (with their date of creation)
D1. The domain names associated with the "FROGANS" trademark
- Identical domain names: frogans.technology (October 1, 2014), frogans.uk (October 14, 2014)
D2. The domain names associated with the "FSDL" trademark
None
D3. The domain names associated with the "FNSL" trademark
None
D4. The domain names associated with the "OP3FT" trademark
- Derived domain names: contrib-op3ft.org (December 28, 2014), ext-op3ft.org (December 28,
2014)
D5. The other domain names associated with the Frogans technology
None
E. Top-level domain (TLD)
Following the delegation of the top-level domain “.frogans” TLD by the agreement signed on
December 19, 2013 between the OP3FT and ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers), and following the introduction of the “.frogans” TLD into the Internet Root Zone on
April 19, 2014:
- second-level domain names activated in the DNS: nic.frogans (April 22, 2014), noc.frogans (April
22, 2014), get.frogans (April 22, 2014), fpu.frogans (April 22, 2014), fcr.frogans (April 22,
2014)
- third-level domain names activated in the DNS: whois.nic.frogans (April 22, 2014)
- domain names created but not activated in the DNS: www.frogans (April 22, 2014), rdds.frogans
(April 22, 2014), whois.frogans (April 22, 2014), example.frogans (April 22, 2014)
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ANNEX 3 - Properties and rights granted free of charge and
irrevocably by third parties contributing to the publicinterest mission of the OP3FT in relation to the Frogans
technology and assigned to the increase of the
endowment over the past year
Between January 1, 2014 and December 31, 2014, the OP3FT's endowment was increased in
accordance with Article 17 of the Bylaws, by the assignment of properties and rights granted free
of charge and irrevocably by third parties contributing to the public-interest mission of the OP3FT
in relation to the Frogans technology, and which the OP3FT accepted.
These third parties are referred to as "Contributors".
Rights related to the various contribution cases presented below were granted to the OP3FT by
Contributors.
Since the OP3FT's endowment is non-expendable, properties and rights thus assigned to the
endowment are inalienable and non-transferable.
1. Contribution to the development of the technical specifications
- Participation in the writing of the technical specifications: Contributors participated in the
design and drafting of the OP3FT’s technical specifications
- Review of technical specifications before their adoption: Contributors carried out a detailed
study of the OP3FT’s technical specifications before their adoption by the OP3FT
2. Contribution to the development of the software libraries
- Participation in the development of software libraries: Contributors participated in the design
and programming of the OP3FT’s software libraries
- Participation in the development of software library wrappers: Contributors participated in the
design and programming of the OP3FT’s software library wrappers
- Testing of software libraries: Contributors designed and implemented test programs for the
OP3FT’s software libraries and their wrappers
3. Contribution to the development of Frogans Player
- Participation in the integration and maintenance of target platforms: Contributors participated
in the integration and maintenance operations of target platforms in the FPXDE multi-platform
development environment
- Participation in the development of the Frogans Player runtime engine: Contributors participated
in the design and programming of the runtime engine of the Frogans Player software
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- Participation in the development of the Frogans Player GUIs (Graphical User Interfaces):
Contributors participated in the design and programming of the GUI for the Frogans Player
software GUI
4. Other contributions
- Participation in the production of practical resources: Contributors participated in the design,
production and translation of practical resources to be published by the OP3FT
- Participation in the elaboration of the OP3FT’s policies: Contributors participated in the drafting
and translation of the OP3FT’s policies
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